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Rialto Beach

first     the carnage 
silverwhite trees     wave-toppled and gale-gusted

strewn along the beach    sun-bleached dinosaur bones         
next     the balancing acts of stonestacks      a lone conifer

clings to invisibly thin soil    knots of bull kelp     
fetid and fly-ridden   anemones in rock pools

beckon me to finger     their sticky tongues    
a bald eagle circles    hounded by ravens

we keep on holding on      hoping for the best
settling     for something like circumstance

in the black basaltic sand     mingled with milk-white
and amber agates     smooth ground sea-glass jewels

among the fallen trunks   chunks of rusted ship-iron
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scattered fishing floats    a plastic buoy

a walker     tells me of the wreck     the Chilean ship
the marker ‘round the headland     for the drowned
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Plastiglomerate

All-purpose cobalt polypropylene rope
sluiced overboard by Tom     ten days out

with the tuna fleet     missing Meg
and local radio     ground down shells

clams and cowries     orange-lipped lava flows
the toothbrush Esme shared before she spat

foam into the breakers     bleached
pummeled coral     thin plastic forks

from when you barbequed
hot dogs on driftwood fire     fucked

on the foreshore     shared photos of your children
abraded black basalt     green beads of olivine

the chewed blue cap of the one-buck biro
that leaked in the heat of my pocket

forest fire     twenty-three percent contained
fifty-five gallon polydrum     ready for rain
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Nest Site Fidelity

Ospreys are back from 
wintering in Aruba— 

skywriting Ms and Ws    
then plummeting

talons slicing brackish water
rising with a prize menhaden. 

They return each March
to the knotted nest they knit—

wayfinding magnetic fields with 
star charts and landmarks

Haiti     Havana     Florida Keys and Everglades
Jacksonville     Savannah  

then this tumbledown 
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stick-and-spit summer-home 

on the platform Bill built 
here on the Chesapeake.

Me? I’ve flown in from Wales
where the Emperor of Japan once visited

to spy the rare red kites
I saw on my daily drive

cresting the rise 
above the Irish Sea.


